Introduction
The contributions in this special issue touch on many of the areas of human creativity in which visual imagery has played a key role, and my paper, derived from my contribution to the "Eye's Mind" conference in 2016 supported by the AHRC, aims first to briefly survey the role of imagery in mathematics and the physical sciences, but it also has a second, more personal aim.
Three human visual capacities are so familiar that most people take them for granted: i) visual imagination in a "mind's eye", ii) an "episodic" aspect to memory that travels back in time to give a first person sense of experiencing again one's own past sights, sensations and emotions, and iii) its opposite, first person "mental time travel" into an anticipated future. But we really shouldn't be so blas e. Indeed it has been argued (Tulving, 2002) that episodic memory and the firstperson sense of time are among the most remarkable
